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Dear Reader,
This is the third e-bulletin of the DISCOVER project. Our
project seeks to facilitate the design and delivery of science
education at secondary school level. In a series of e-bulletins
we present the progress of our work and the resources for
science education that we develop.
Society expects both schools and other stakeholders to find
solutions to address the failure of the school system to provide
good scientific training and to arouse scientific curiosity among
young people. Some possible solutions relate to changes in
teacher training or in the compulsory curricula. This project,
however, is interested in a different approach: facilitating and
improving extracurricular educational activities carefully
targeted at promoting and communicating science among high
school students. The efforts of the DISCOVER partner
organizations are geared in this direction. We hope that our
work will raise awareness of the responsibilities of different
stakeholders to create conditions for effective and inspiring
science training and will motivate and equip educators to
design, implement and scale science education opportunities
for Europe’s young people.
Yours Sincerely,
The DISCOVER Project Team
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RECENT ACTIVITIES
1. Fourth Project Meeting
The final project meeting took place on the 24th of September, 2019 in Chania, Greece. It was focused on final review of
the DISCOVER outputs and on planning of final updates. We reviewed the results and impact of the project and planned
for improving the sustainability and exploitation of the developed results, as well for exploiting synergies with other
educational initiatives.
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RECENT ACTIVITIES
2. Dissemination Conference
A dissemination conference was organized in Chania,
Greece on 25th of September, 2019 . During the first part of
the event the DISCOVER outputs were presented to
representatives of the target group – secondary school
teachers and students, educational experts, school
practitioners, local authorities, university students and
administrators. We raised awareness and promoted the
practical applicability of the DISCOVER training resources.

The event continued with a workshop. The participants
worked in groups to test and implement some of the
DISCOVER training resources during practical activities.
Secondary students were especially involved and
demonstrated great creativity. The feedback we
received about the project outputs was very positive.
Representatives of the local authorities were present
during the workshop. They shared the Municipality’s
plans for improving science education and putting ICT
knowledge at work for the benefit of citizens. They also
discussed ways in which the DISCOVER project outputs
can be integrated with educational plans currently
developed at the municipality.
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OUR OUTPUTS
Resource pack for science outreach for secondary schools
I. ROUTE TO SCIENCE CLASSES
1. Applying the Scientific method
This class is designed to introduce students to the scientific method of solving
problems and to provide a general introduction to science and the work of scientists.
2. Graphical Programming
This class will help students in vocational high schools learn the basics of graphical
programming using the LabVIEW environment. Upon completion of the course, they
will know how to build a simple LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) and how to use the
controls, indicators and functions.
3. Computer-based mathematics
This is an introductory course in computer mathematics. The course seeks to utilize
the benefits of computers and computer programs for improving skills in Mathematics
and solving complex Mathematical problems
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OUR OUTPUTS
Resource pack for science outreach for secondary schools
I.

ROUTE TO SCIENCE CLASSES

4. Creating, building and programming Android applications for mobile
robots
The App Inventor for Android web application is easily accessible to people who are
new to programming and is suitable for programming education at a very early age.
Thus the App Inventor class can contribute to promoting robotics and technology,
and – in the long run – facilitate the use of robots and high-tech devices in a variety
of industries that do not hire large numbers of STEM-trained employees.
5. Introduction to smart city projects through basic Web Development
Technologies
This class will help students gain knowledge about the theory of Smart City and grasp
the benefits of the Smart City approach. At the same time, student swill acquire basic
practical skills for implementing their own idea for a Smarter City. Students will also
acquire knowledge about the use of digital platforms as a citizen service.
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OUR OUTPUTS
Resource pack for science outreach for secondary schools
II. MASTER CLASSES
1. Arduino programming and building of embedded system
This master class provides introductory computer programming knowledge through
the use of meaningful examples and coding projects such as embedded system and
devices. Students will have the opportunity to understand the basic methods for
designing, programming and building embedded systems.
2. Introduction to Python for game development

With the help of this Master Class, students will have the opportunity to understand
the basic features of the Python programming language while at the same time they
can understand the main building blocks and mechanics of digital games.
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OUR OUTPUTS
Resource pack for science outreach for secondary schools
II. MASTER CLASSES
3. Introduction to Industrial Robotics
The goal of this class is to help students understand what industrial robots are and
why robotisation is important. The class is designed to provide opportunities for
practical work with the robot. The visiting students and the accompanying teachers
will be invited to the robotic stand(s) and learn how to operate a robot. In the
process, they will be introduced to basic programming.
4. ABB Robot Programming
ABB Robot Programming focuses on the practice of configuring and programming
industrial robots. This class is focused on introduction to the programming of robots
using ABB Robot Programming and creating skills for online robot programming using
a teach pendant.
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OUR OUTPUTS
Resource pack for science outreach for secondary schools
II. MASTER CLASSES
5. Industrial applications (energy storage and conversion technologies)
This Master Class is based on demonstrating to students what advanced energy
storage and conversion technologies are, along with information about the basic
Physics behind the process. The class allows students to participate in industrial
applications experiments. The activities include two series of experiments, followed
by preparation of a final report.
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OUR OUTPUTS

Extracurricular training program in Mechatronics and Robotics for
secondary VET students
The practice oriented training resources on Fundamentals of Design, Robotics,
Mechatronics and Programming will focus on building skills in:
 The Design Process
 Prototyping and Testing
 Project Management, Teamwork in Design
 Roboethics
 Introduction to Programming with the RobotC Programming Environment
 Moving and Positioning Mobile Robots
 Introduction to Robot Sensors
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OUR OUTPUTS
Extracurricular training program in Mechatronics and Robotics for secondary
VET students
The designs, training resources and guidelines for hands-on activities and exercises
cover the following topics:
 Controlling the Motors. Controlling Speed and Position

 Reading Touch Sensors
 Measuring Distance with Ultrasonic and Infrared Sensors
 Using a Light Sensor to Determine the Colour and Intensity of Light
 Following a Dark Line on a Light Surface
 Following a Route from Point A to Point B
 Following A Route on a Map Stored in the Memory of the Robot
 Mobile Robot Contest
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OUR OUTPUTS
Extracurricular training modules in programming for secondary VET
students - Fundamentals of Scratch, App Inventor and digital story

creation
This training module in fundamentals of Scratch, App Inventor and digital story
creation, is suitable for students without strong proficiency in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics. It covers the following topics:
 Introduction to Scratch
 Animating a Scene with Scratch

 Digital Storytelling with Scratch
 Building a Game with Scratch
 Building a Game for an Android Device
 Using Arduino with Scratch
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OUR OUTPUTS
Extracurricular training modules in programming for secondary VET
students – Fundamentals of Python and Physical Computing
This training module in Fundamentals of Python and Physical Computing is suitable
for students with strong proficiency in STEM. It cover the following topics:
 Setting up and Using Raspberry Pi
 First Steps in Python - Time Estimation Game
 Communicating with the Physical World - Using LEDS
 Lights, Sounds and Buttons - Controlling Traffic Lights
 Object-oriented Programming in Python - Games with Pygame Zero
 More about Objects and Pygame Zero
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WHAT IMPACT WE SEEK TO
ACHIEVE WITH THIS PROJECT
•

Increased student motivation to pursue a
science-related career or study science

•

Introduced innovations in extra-curricular, cocurricular and curricular science education

•

Improved quantity and quality of science
outreach activities and non-formal science
education for learners in secondary vocational
education, and stronger engagement and cocreation in such activities by a variety of
actors, including university students and
industry

•

Strengthened capacity for university-school
partnerships in the vocational education sector
and for science outreach and communication
on the part of universities

